### Resources 1: UK Water, Energy & Food

**Paper 2**

**Question 3**

RAG rate regularly to check your learning/inform your revision
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#### 1 We Are Learning: How food, water are fundamental to human development. So We Can:

- explain why food, water are significant to economic and social wellbeing
- describe patterns of global inequalities in supply and consumption of resources

#### 2 We Are Learning: How Energy is fundamental to human development. So We Can:

- explain why Energy is significant to economic and social wellbeing
- describe patterns of global inequalities in supply and consumption of resources

#### 3 We Are Learning: How the demand and provision of resources in the UK creates opportunities and challenges So that we can describe the impacts of:

- importing food from LICs & our demand for seasonal and organic food;
- locally sourcing food
- agribusiness

#### 4 We Are Learning How the demand and provision of resources in the UK creates opportunities and challenges So that we can

- described how the demand for water has changed
- where there are areas of deficit and surplus
- how water is managed in the UK

#### 5 We Are Learning: How the demand and provision of resources in the UK creates opportunities and challenges So that we can

- Describe the how the UK gets it energy and how it has changed
- Describe the economic and environmental issues with the UKs energy sources